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Dear friends,

Greetings in the name of Jesus, the One in whom we can trust and believe and know that He is able to do abundantly above all that we ask or think, according to the power that works in us. His Word is true, and if we will only believe and then boldly declare it, it has the power to change our lives.

Jamie and I have the privilege of hearing firsthand the many reports of God’s grace and power working in the lives of people, and we want you to be encouraged by these testimonies too. In this issue, pages 8 and 12, you will read about two powerful healing journeys that will touch your heart. And on page 30, there’s the story of God’s divine protection and the selfless love of a fellow soldier in the midst of combat.

Teaching the Word is very important because faith comes by hearing. But when you read about how the application of the Word has saved a life, it’s no longer academic. The Word, when mixed with faith, is alive and powerful and sharper than any two-edged sword.

We love you,
Andrew and Jamie Wommack
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The doctors sent her home to die, BUT GOD…! Many of you may remember the testimony of Hannah Terradez. She is the little girl who was healed in Walsall, England, in 2006. She was three years old at the time but only the size of a nine-month-old baby. She had a problem that kept her from eating solid food of any kind. It was actually poisoning her body. A tube was then inserted into her stomach, but that failed as well.

But God had a plan. What seemed almost insignificant at the time turned out to be the beginning of a miracle. Hannah’s parents had rented a car to take her to the hospital. The car was only equipped with a cassette player, so when they stopped by Hannah’s grandmother’s house to drop off the other kids, they asked if she had any teaching cassettes they could listen to. She found one of my cassette tapes in the back of a drawer, where it had been for fifteen years. Hannah’s grandfather hadn’t listened to it, because he couldn’t handle my Texan accent.

Ashley and Carlie Terradez, desperate to learn something that would help their daughter, listened on the way to the hospital, and it changed their lives. The Lord lit a fire on the inside of them that led to the complete healing of their daughter and a totally different direction for their lives. After Hannah’s healing, they enrolled at Charis Bible College (CBC) in England. They graduated, moved to America, and now help run the third-year CBC Ministry Training Program in Colorado Springs. Praise the Lord!

I’ve talked to Ashley about this on a number of occasions, and he said the teaching on that cassette was exactly what he needed. Since then, he has listened to many of my messages, but he said that first tape was different than any other. It was like I took everything the Lord had shown me and put it on that one tape. I didn’t go into great depth on any one teaching but just gave an overview of dozens of life-changing truths.

Ashley and Carlie were in a crisis situation. They didn’t have time to study everything in depth the way they have since. But that summary of major points overwhelmed their unbelief and gave them the hope they needed in order to see Hannah healed. This was
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I believe that the order in which the chapters are arranged is important too. The book starts with salvation and the baptism of the Holy Spirit, then the truth of who we are in the spirit, which is what the Lord used to totally change my life. It progresses through my teachings The True Nature of God and The Believer’s Authority, on to God Wants You Well and Self-Contemplation: The Root of All Grief.

In many respects, it is like our original Discipleship Evangelism material. That has sixteen lessons in each of three levels for a total of forty-eight lessons. Those materials have been used all over the world. In Uganda alone, around 500,000 people have gone through the course, and it has changed lives.

I met one Ugandan woman who pastored a church but didn’t know the grace of God. She had run off nearly everyone in her church by her harsh, legalistic teaching. But after going through the Discipleship Evangelism program, she finally got a hold of the true Gospel. She went to people individually and apologized for her mistakes, and the church began to grow.

Then one of the church members died. At the wake, while the others were visiting, Pastor Grace slipped into the other room with the corpse. After about twenty minutes, the man who had been dead for two days walked into the room where all the others were gathered. Needless to say, revival was on. Pastor Grace now has around 1,600 people in her church.

All of that came through discipleship. That’s what it’s all about. We have too many who have been saved but don’t truly know the Lord and the power of His resurrection. The single most important thing we can do to affect our lives is receive a good, solid revelation of God through His Word. I believe that this new book and the accompanying material will help facilitate that.

I encourage you to order Sharper Than a Two-Edged Sword, the accompanying workbook, and the As-Seen-on-TV DVD teaching. Please consider using these materials to disciple someone else. It’s easier than you think. In fact, it’s so easy to disciple someone with these tools that I often refer to them as “Discipleship for Dummies.” That’s not meant as an insult to you but rather a recommendation of these simple materials. I am offering this complete package for a gift of $69 or more.

As always, Jamie and I are so thankful for all you are doing to help us take this message to the world. Even these discipleship materials would not be available if it were not for your faithful support. We continue to pray that you will be blessed as you give. We know that the blessings of God come to your home first.
like getting a drink from a fire hydrant. It blew away their fears and caused hope to come alive.

The reason I shared the background to Hannah’s healing is because I have just released a new book that can do for you—and thousands of other people—what that tape did for Ashley and Carlie. It’s called Sharper Than a Two-Edged Sword, a compilation, or summary, of sixteen of my books. Each one of the sixteen chapters is like the CliffsNotes version of an entire book.

This book came about when my U.K. staff put out little trifold tracts that gave brief teachings on salvation; baptism of the Holy Spirit; spirit, soul, and body; and other topics that I often teach. Then they combined these teachings into one book.

As I was editing this book, I was really blessed. Of course, I know these life-changing truths, but to put them into a format where they can be reviewed in one sitting is powerful. It built up my faith even though I have taught these things for decades.

I’m especially excited about the accompanying workbook. Many people use our study guides and workbooks to teach home Bible studies or Sunday school classes. Instead of going in depth on any one subject, this workbook gives an overview that will expose new people to the basics quickly. Then they can go back and further study the ones that most interest them. At the end of each chapter of the book, they will find a list of resource materials on that specific subject.

This workbook includes a CD-ROM that allows you to print as many copies of the lessons as you like. They are formatted for discussion and are meant to be used to interact with those being discipled. It’s awesome!
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I believe that the order in which the chapters are arranged is important too. The book starts with salvation and the baptism of the Holy Spirit, then the truth of who we are in the spirit, which is what the Lord used to totally change my life. It progresses through my teachings The True Nature of God and The Believer’s Authority, on to God Wants You Well and Self-Centeredness: The Root of All Grief.

In many respects, it is like our original Discipleship Evangelism material. That has sixteen lessons in each of three levels for a total of forty-eight lessons. Those materials have been used all over the world. In Uganda alone, around 500,000 people have gone through the course, and it has changed lives.

I met one Ugandan woman who pastored a church but didn’t know the grace of God. She had run off nearly everyone in her church by her harsh, legalistic teaching. But after going through the Discipleship Evangelism program, she finally got a hold of the true Gospel. She went to people individually and apologized for her mistakes, and the church began to grow.

Then one of the church members died. At the wake, while the others were visiting, Pastor Grace slipped into the other room with the corpse. After about twenty minutes, the man who had been dead for two days walked into the room where all the others were gathered. Needless to say, revival was on. Pastor Grace now has around 1,600 people in her church.

All of that came through discipleship. That’s what it’s all about. We have too many who have been saved but don’t truly know the Lord and the power of His resurrection. The single most important thing we can do to affect our lives is receive a good, solid revelation of God through His Word. I believe that this new book and the accompanying material will help facilitate that.

I encourage you to order Sharper Than a Two-Edged Sword, the accompanying workbook, and the As-Seen-on-TV DVD teaching. Please consider using these materials to disciple someone else. It’s easier than you think. In fact, it’s so easy to disciple someone with these tools that I often refer to them as “Discipleship for Dummies.” That’s not meant as an insult to you but rather a recommendation of these simple materials. I am offering this complete package for a gift of $69 or more.

As always, Jamie and I are so thankful for all you are doing to help us take this message to the world. Even these discipleship materials would not be available if it were not for your faithful support. We continue to pray that you will be blessed as you give. We know that the blessings of God come to your home first.
Jamie Scott didn’t hold her newborn daughter, Audrey, until she was nearly a week old. Moments after she gave birth to her on June 12, 2007, the baby began turning blue. The nurses rushed Audrey to the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) before Jamie ever had a chance to hold her.

Jamie and her husband, Tom, waited for what felt like an eternity to find out their daughter’s prognosis. When the doctor arrived in Jamie’s hospital room, he brought grim news. Audrey was missing a rib, but even worse, they couldn’t see the left side of her heart. “The doctor said Audrey had hypoplastic left heart syndrome, which meant she had very little, if any, left heart,” Tom explains. “He said it didn’t develop during the pregnancy. We went from a normal pregnancy and a normal delivery to this horror story of Audrey having major problems with her heart.”

The doctors also could not see the major arteries flowing from Audrey’s heart into her lungs, and they suspected a total mis-wiring of these arteries. All in all, the NICU doctor gave Tom and Jamie very little hope for their daughter. In fact, he recommended an immediate transfer to the University of Alabama at Birmingham Hospital (UAB) because of its expertise in cardiac care.

Most parents would have fallen apart at this point. Fortunately, Tom and Jamie had been listening to Andrew Wommack’s message of grace and healing since 2002, when Jamie first read a book given to her by her mother: The True Nature of God.

Jamie had attended church her entire life, but she was floored by what she read. “All the unanswered questions I had over the years about who God really was, Andrew explained everything and backed it up with Scripture,” she says. “It was such a revelation that God wasn’t mad at me and wasn’t condemning me. It put me on a new path.”

So, the NICU doctor’s news didn’t leave the Scotts in despair—instead, Jamie felt righteous anger rise up within her. “I remember as the doctor was relaying his
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The doctors also could not see the major arteries flowing from Audrey’s heart into her lungs, and they suspected a total mis-wiring of those arteries. All in all, the NICU doctor gave Tom and Jamie very little hope for their daughter. In fact, he recommended an immediate transfer to the University of Alabama at Birmingham Hospital (UAB) because of its expertise in cardiac care.

Most parents would have fallen apart at this point. Fortunately, Tom and Jamie had been listening to Andrew Wommack’s message of grace and healing since 2002, when Jamie first read a book given to her by her mother: *The True Nature of God*.

Jamie had attended church her entire life, but she was floored by what she read. “All the unanswered questions I had over the years about who God really was, Andrew explained everything and backed it up with Scripture,” she says. “It was such a revelation that God wasn’t mad at me and wasn’t condemning me. It put me on a new path.”

So, the NICU doctor’s news didn’t leave the Scotts in despair—instead, Jamie felt righteous anger rise up within her. “I remember as the doctor was relaying his
diagnosis to me and my husband,” says Jamie, “Such anger rose up inside of me because I knew this wasn’t of God. I was not going to let the Enemy get the best of me.”

Tom and Jamie agreed to let the doctors transfer Audrey to UAB, but they also realized they had a part to play in this battle. “When the doctor left the room, I knew what I needed to do,” says Jamie, “and that was to stand on God’s Word because I knew this was not what He wanted for Audrey.”

That afternoon, Jamie told Tom that she had a vision of themselves at their new house with Audrey. “Jamie said, ‘Just as vividly as you are seated there, I see me and my daughter sitting out on the front porch in my rocking chair, and I’m holding her in my arms,’” explains Tom. “So, Jamie just had a peace about the whole situation, which was amazing, since she hadn’t even held Audrey yet.”

The NICU doctor approached Tom later in the day. “The doctor looked at me and said, ‘You need to go get her mother to say goodbye,’” says Tom, tearing up. “I asked how Audrey had done last night,” says Jamie. “I got the night nurse on the phone, and I asked how Audrey had done last night,” says Jamie. “She started kind of giggling, and she said, ‘She did great last night!’”

The nurse proceeded to explain that the cardiologist came in late Wednesday evening to run another echogram on Audrey, and when he did, her whole heart was there.

Tom was in the room during the phone call, so he got to hear Jamie say, “They see her heart!” The two immediately began praising God for miraculously healing Audrey. That afternoon, the nurse practitioner in the NICU told the Scotts, “The heart is there. We see the arteries. Everything is fine.”

When they took Audrey off the ventilator on Thursday, the NICU staff warned Tom and Jamie that Audrey wouldn’t be able to cry for several days because of the ventilator and the medicines that she had been pumped full of—that she would open her mouth, but no sound would come out. Once again, the doctors were wrong. “Just twenty minutes after they took the ventilator out, that child was the loudest baby in the NICU,” says Jamie.

The doctors kept Audrey in the hospital for four more days to monitor her, but on Tuesday, June 19—exactly one week from the day Jamie gave birth—Jamie carried her daughter out of the hospital with a clean bill of health. One of the cardiologists told them, “I don’t think you’ll ever have to bring her back for any type of checkup regarding her heart. Nothing’s wrong with this child. Her heart is just fine. It’s perfect.”

Today, Audrey is a healthy and vibrant three-year-old little girl who loves to run, sing, ride her new bicycle—and rock on the front porch in her mommy’s arms.
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The doctors kept Audrey in the hospital for four more days to monitor her, but on Tuesday, June 19—exactly one week from the day Jamie gave birth—Jamie carried her daughter out of the hospital with a clean bill of health. One of the cardiologists told them, “I don’t think you’ll ever have to bring her back for any type of checkup regarding her heart. Nothing’s wrong with this child. Her heart is just fine. It’s perfect.”
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**SECOND CHANCE**

A renowned painter of watercolor landscapes, Connie Weiskopf had paintings on display in galleries across America and Europe. By the world's standards, she was a highly successful watercolor artist—what more could she possibly want? Yet one painting in her collection stood out from the others, hinting at a darker reality.

Connie’s painting depicted Jesus suffering in the Garden of Gethsemane the night before His crucifixion. As it turned out, Connie could relate to Jesus’ suffering in ways her friends and family could not imagine. She had secrets known only to God.

“Was raped at gunpoint by a man whom I had dated in college,” explains Connie. “I had broken up with him because he was abusive, and he broke into my home and raped me five times.” Connie soon discovered that she was pregnant. Young and terrified, she chose to abort the child conceived from this trauma.

During this period, Connie met a man named David. Though Connie and David never talked about it, Connie believed in Jesus, but she did not believe God had the foundation of this marriage. I think it was worthy of a second chance. It was going to take something big for Connie to understand she was completely forgiven.

Around this time, David was diagnosed with a life-threatening heart condition. Then Connie was told she had breast cancer. Her friends and family counseled her to find out everything she could about breast cancer, but God had other plans: “The Lord spoke to me and said, ‘No, Connie, you need to find out everything I say about healing,’” she explains.

This was the day of Connie’s breakthrough with God. As she drove home, the Lord spoke to her. “He said, ‘Connie, you don’t even believe I’ve forgiven your sins. How will you believe Me for your healing?’” recalls Connie. “I kept in the car that day and said, ‘God, I have done so many horrible things. How can You forgive me?’ I was thinking about the abortions, just all the sinful things. I mean, I’m one of the worst sinners out there. God said to me, ‘Then I sent My Son for nothing.’ I went home and wept that day.”

This was the new perspective Connie needed. She immersed herself in the Word, searching every scripture about what Jesus did on the cross and why God sent His Son. She listened to healing scriptures and Andrew Wommack’s teachings on healing. When she found out Andrew would be ministering at a church in Colorado Springs, she drove down from Denver to see him.

Connie arrived a few days early and spent hours in the Word and listening to tapes. On Sunday morning, she arrived early to pray. “I went into the sanctuary and sat down,” she says. “I was just waiting, and then suddenly I felt the Lord’s little nudge to go out into the lobby, where I ran smack into Andrew.”

After asking if she was ready to receive, Andrew prayed a simple prayer for Connie, commanding the cancer to leave her body. His teaching on healing that day ministered to Connie even more than Andrew’s teaching. She listened to healing scriptures and Andrew Wommack’s teachings on healing. When she found out Andrew would be ministering at a church in Colorado Springs, she drove down from Denver to see him.

Connie arrived a few days early and spent hours in the Word and listening to tapes. On Sunday morning, she arrived early to pray. “I went into the sanctuary and sat down,” she says. “I was just waiting, and then suddenly I felt the Lord’s little nudge to go out into the lobby, where I ran smack into Andrew.”

After asking if she was ready to receive, Andrew prayed a simple prayer for Connie, commanding the cancer to leave her body. His teaching on healing that day ministered to Connie even more than Andrew’s teaching. She listened to healing scriptures and Andrew Wommack’s teachings on healing. When she found out Andrew would be ministering at a church in Colorado Springs, she drove down from Denver to see him.

Connie believed in Jesus, but she did not believe that Jesus could forgive her—she didn’t think she was worthy of a second chance. It was going to take something big for Connie to understand she was completely forgiven.

At one point, Connie dated a man named David, and the two lived together for a time. But when Connie became a Christian, she broke up with David because he was not a believer. Then God worked in David’s heart, and he became born again too. “It was probably he was not a believer. Then God worked in David’s heart, and he became born again too. “It was probably

Healing Journey

Connie was completely cancer free, but her husband was still facing his own grim prognosis. “They basically gave him a death sentence,” says Connie. “They said, ‘There’s nothing more we can do. Just go home and die. You have three to five years—probably three.”’

Shortly after Connie’s miraculous healing, David asked her to pray for his heart. “One night at dinner, about two weeks after Connie prayed for me, I started thinking about the fact that I hadn’t felt the fluttering or the arrhythmia in my heart for some time,” says David.

He decided to check his pulse because he could usually feel the fluctuations that way. Connie watched David get a strange look on his face as he realized that his pulse was steady. An EKG later confirmed that David’s heart was completely healed and beating perfectly.

God gave both Connie and David a second chance at life through a miraculous healing. At the same time, He led Connie to a second career even more fulfilling than her watercolors: helping young girls avoid the mistakes that clouded her own life for so many years.

After her healing, Connie felt prompted by the Lord to begin volunteering at the nearby Life Choices Pregnancy Center. It was a natural fit. In fact, she so enjoyed the work that she accepted an offer to become the facility’s director in 2007.

Today watercolors are just a hobby for Connie, taking a backseat to working at the pregnancy center—her life’s passion. In part because she has no children of her own, Connie pours her life into the young women who arrive at Life Choices in need of help.
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A renowned painter of watercolor landscapes, Connie Weiskopf had paintings on display in galleries across America and Europe. By the world’s standards, she was a highly successful watercolor artist—what more could she possibly want? Yet one painting in her collection stood out from the others, hinting at a darker reality.

Connie’s painting depicted Jesus suffering in the Garden of Gethsemane the night before His crucifixion. As it turned out, Connie could relate to Jesus’ suffering in ways her friends and family could not imagine. She had secrets known only to God.

“At one point, Connie dated a man named David,” says Connie. “I had broken up with him because he was abusive, and he broke into my home and raped me five times.” Connie soon discovered that she was pregnant. Young and terrified, she chose to abort the child conceived from the violent assault.

“No one knew, but Connie could not forget. As the years went on, she received acclaim for her paintings, enjoying a twenty-five-year career as a successful watercolor artist. But Connie’s pain, anger, and insecurity kept her running from anything resembling marriage.

“At one point, Connie dated a man named David, and the two lived together for a time. But when Connie became a Christian, she broke up with David because he was not a believer. Then God worked in David’s heart, and he became born again too. “It was probably twelve years ago that the Lord called me to marry my husband, David,” says Connie.

David sees it a little bit differently. “Prior to that, she was never ready to get married,” he explains, “but God has been the foundation of this marriage. I think He brought us together finally.”

Newly married, Connie and David became regular church attendees. One day, the head of the women’s ministry at their church invited the couple to a banquet for a pregnancy center. “I had never heard of a pregnancy center before, never knew they existed,” says Connie. “I went into the sanctuary to pray. “I went home and wept that day.”

This was the new perspective Connie needed. She immersed herself in the Word, searching every scripture about what Jesus did on the cross and why God sent His Son. She listened to healing scriptures and Andrew Wommack’s teachings on healing. When she found out about healing, Connie was riveted.

Though Connie and David never talked about it, Connie had become pregnant while they were dating years before, and she and David chose to abort the baby. “We never wanted anyone to know,” she explains. “And I had never told David that I had made that choice before I met him. For the first time in our lives, my husband and I began to talk about the choices we had made before we were married. In the parking lot that day after the banquet, David grabbed my hand and said, ‘You know, Jesus has forgiven us.’ And I said, ‘I don’t—I don’t know that.’”

Connie believed in Jesus, but she did not believe that Jesus could forgive her—she didn’t think she was worthy of a second chance. It was going to take something big for Connie to understand she was completely forgiven.

Around this time, David was diagnosed with a life-threatening heart condition. Then Connie was told she had breast cancer. Her friends and family counseled her to find out everything she could about breast cancer, but God had other plans: “The Lord spoke to me and said, ‘No, Connie, you need to find out everything I say about healing,’” she explains.

This was the day of Connie’s breakthrough with God. As she drove home, the Lord spoke to her. “He said, ‘Connie, you don’t even believe I’ve forgiven your sins. How will you believe Me for your healing?’” recalls Connie. “I wept in the car that day and said, ‘God, I have done so many horrible things. How can You forgive me?’ I was thinking about the abortions, just all the sinful things. I mean, I’m one of the worst sinners out there. God said to me, ‘Then I sent My Son for nothing.’ I went home and wept that day.”

This was the new perspective Connie needed. She prayed a simple prayer for Connie, commanding the cancer to leave her body. His teaching on healing that day ministered to Connie even more than Andrew’s teachings. As she drove home, the Lord spoke to her. “He said, ‘Connie, you don’t even believe I’ve forgiven your sins. How will you believe Me for your healing?’”

Connie arrived a few days early and spent hours in the Word and listening to tapes. On Sunday morning, she arrived early to pray. “I went into the sanctuary and sat down,” she says. “I was just waiting, and then suddenly I felt the Lord’s little nudge to go out into the lobby, where I ran smack into Andrew.”

After asking if she was ready to receive, Andrew prayed a simple prayer for Connie, commanding the cancer to leave her body. His teaching on healing that day ministered to Connie even more than Andrew’s prayer did. She knew she was healed. “So, the healing manifested that day—the moment when Andrew prayed,” says Connie, yet she went ahead with her previously scheduled surgery.

Connie’s doctor called her the next day, totally baffled. “He said, ‘Connie, we don’t know what happened. All the cancer is gone,’” explains Connie. “But I know what happened. Jesus healed me!”

Today watercolors are just a hobby for Connie, taking a backseat to working at the pregnancy center—her life’s passion. In part because she has no children of her own, Connie pours her life into the young women who arrive at Life Choices in need of help.

Connie was completely cancer free, but her husband was still facing his own grim prognosis. “They basically gave him a death sentence,” says Connie. “They said, ‘There’s nothing more we can do. Just go home and die. You have three to five years—probably three.’”

Shortly after Connie’s miraculous healing, David asked her to pray for his heart. “One night at dinner, about two weeks after Connie prayed for me, I started thinking about the fact that I hadn’t felt the fluttering or the arrhythmia in my heart for some time,” says David.

He decided to check his pulse because he could usually feel the fluctuations that way. Connie watched David get a strange look on his face as he realized that his pulse was steady. An EKG later confirmed that David’s heart was completely healed and beating perfectly.

God gave both Connie and David a second chance at life through a miraculous healing. At the same time, He led Connie to a second career even more fulfilling than her watercolors: helping young girls avoid the mistakes that clouded her own life for so many years.

After her healing, Connie felt prompted by the Lord to begin volunteering at the nearby Life Choices Pregnancy Center. It was a natural fit. In fact, she so enjoyed the work that she accepted an offer to become the facility’s director in 2007.

As she drove home, the Lord spoke to her. “He said, ‘Connie, you don’t even believe I’ve forgiven your sins. How will you believe Me for your healing?’”

Connie arrived a few days early and spent hours in the Word and listening to tapes. On Sunday morning, she arrived early to pray. “I went into the sanctuary and sat down,” she says. “I was just waiting, and then suddenly I felt the Lord’s little nudge to go out into the lobby, where I ran smack into Andrew.”

After asking if she was ready to receive, Andrew prayed a simple prayer for Connie, commanding the cancer to leave her body. His teaching on healing that day ministered to Connie even more than Andrew’s prayer did. She knew she was healed. “So, the healing manifested that day—the moment when Andrew prayed,” says Connie, yet she went ahead with her previously scheduled surgery.

Connie’s doctor called her the next day, totally baffled. “He said, ‘Connie, we don’t know what happened. All the cancer is gone,’” explains Connie. “But I know what happened. Jesus healed me!”

Today watercolors are just a hobby for Connie, taking a backseat to working at the pregnancy center—her life’s passion. In part because she has no children of her own, Connie pours her life into the young women who arrive at Life Choices in need of help.
“She’s living proof,” said one client. “She’s able to say, ‘I know this for a fact, and I’m living proof that God is good, and His Word is true.’”

Connie long ago left her metaphorical Garden of Gethsemane. Now she spends every day making sure other young women never set foot there. One young lady put it this way: “I honestly, truly believe that if it wasn’t for God, and if it wasn’t for Connie, I would not be here today.” How’s that for a second chance?

In a perfect reversal, Connie gets to share what she has personally experienced of God’s love, forgiveness, and healing with the women who come to the pregnancy center. Said one coworker at Life Choices, “What Connie is able to do is share the nature of God with people who don’t understand how really good He is.”

People often ask me what I believe and think about specific scriptures. As much as I would like to answer their questions, there just isn’t enough time to respond to them individually nor teach on the subject. However, through decades of study, I have written over 15,000 personal notes and commentary on thousands of scriptures, and that number is ever growing. I know the revelations and insights contained in them will help answer a lot of these questions and will provide a great study tool as well.

Therefore, I recently asked my staff to compile these into a Living Commentary Bible software program. And now, here it is. I believe it will bless you.

When you’re facing a crisis, remember what Jesus said to His disciples in John 14:1, the night before His crucifixion: “Let not your heart be troubled.” Imagine what it would have been like to be one of Jesus’ disciples as they watched Him be arrested, beaten, and crucified. All of their hopes and dreams were rooted in Him, and now He was dead and seemingly defeated.

The disciples were facing a crisis that none of us will ever endure, yet what did Jesus say? “Let not your heart be troubled.” That statement is the first step in Christian first aid. When a crisis comes, and it will, reach for the first-aid kit, and let not your heart be troubled.

Raped at gunpoint, a young, scared, and pregnant Connie Weiskopf succumbed to pro-abortion counseling. Pregnant again by a live-in boyfriend, she endured a second abortion. Then, after years of guilt, she found herself battling breast cancer. It was there that her healing journey really began.

The diagnosis—malignant neoplasm. The tumor grew at an alarming rate and began to metastasize in Mike Hoesch’s body. Mike was confused, discouraged, and convinced that he was not healed, because he didn’t measure up. Then a friend gave him hope.

Debbie found her husband, Alan, lying on the ground. He had experienced a massive stroke. “One-third of his brain is permanently damaged,” said the doctors. “He will never walk, swallow, or speak again.” Yet nine days later, he walked out of the hospital, unaided.

The nurses raced Jamie Scott’s newborn girl to the ICU. X-rays showed that baby Audrey was missing a rib, major arteries, and the left side of her heart. The doctors offered little hope. “I laid my hands on her and commanded her to be whole,” said Jamie. And then the Holy Spirit spoke these words to her heart—“Watch Me work.”

Chronic pain from fibromyalgia was robbing Lance Weldgen of his life. The seventeen prescription medications he was taking had little or no lasting effect. Hope was fading until God arranged a divine encounter with other believers at a coffee shop.

For a Gift of $120
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In a perfect reversal, Connie gets to share what she has personally experienced of God’s love, forgiveness, and healing with the women who come to the pregnancy center. Said one coworker at Life Choices, “What Connie is able to do is share the nature of God with people who don’t understand how really good He is.”

Having walked her own jagged path years ago, Connie, with the Lord’s help, gets to offer second chances, to young ladies who are desperate and scared.

“She’s living proof,” said one client. “She’s able to say, ‘I know this for a fact, and I’m living proof that God is good, and His Word is true.’”

Connie long ago left her metaphorical Garden of Gethsemane. Now she spends every day making sure other young women never set foot there. One young lady put it this way: “I honestly, truly believe that if it wasn’t for God, and if it wasn’t for Connie, I would not be here today.” How’s that for a second chance?

In a perfect reversal, Connie gets to share what she has personally experienced of God’s love, forgiveness, and healing with the women who come to the pregnancy center. Said one coworker at Life Choices, “What Connie is able to do is share the nature of God with people who don’t understand how really good He is.”

Raped at gunpoint, a young, scared, and pregnant Connie Weiskopf succumbed to pro-abortion counseling. Pregnant again by a live-in boyfriend, she endured a second abortion. Then, after years of guilt, she found herself battling breast cancer. It was there that her healing journey really began.

The diagnosis—malignant neoplasm. The tumor grew at an alarming rate and began to metastasize in Mike Hoesch’s body. Mike was confused, discouraged, and convinced that he was not healed, because he didn’t measure up. Then a friend gave him hope.

Debbie found her husband, Alan, lying on the ground. He had experienced a massive stroke. “One-third of his brain is permanently damaged,” said the doctors. “He will never walk, swallow, or speak again.” Yet nine days later, he walked out of the hospital, unaided.

The nurses raced Jamie Scott’s newborn girl to the ICU. X-rays showed that baby Audrey was missing a rib, major arteries, and the left side of her heart. The doctors offered little hope. “I laid my hands on her and commanded her to be whole,” said Jamie. And then the Holy Spirit spoke these words to her heart—“Watch Me work.”

Chronic pain from fibromyalgia was robbing Lance Weldgen of his life. The seventeen prescription medications he was taking had little or no lasting effect. Hope was fading until God arranged a divine encounter with other believers at a coffee shop.

When you’re facing a crisis, remember what Jesus said to His disciples in John 14:1, the night before His crucifixion: “Let not your heart be troubled.”

Imagine what it would have been like to be one of Jesus’ disciples as they watched Him be arrested, beaten, and crucified. All of their hopes and dreams were rooted in Him, and now He was dead and seemingly defeated.

The disciples were facing a crisis that none of us will ever endure, yet what did Jesus say? “Let not your heart be troubled.” That statement is the first step in Christian first aid. When a crisis comes, and it will, reach for the first-aid kit, and let not your heart be troubled.
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People often ask me what I believe and think about specific scriptures. As much as I would like to answer their questions, there just isn’t enough time to respond to them individually nor teach on the subject.

However, through decades of study, I have written over 15,000 personal notes and commentary on thousands of scriptures, and that number is ever growing. I know the revelations and insights contained in them will help answer a lot of these questions and will provide a great study tool as well.

Therefore, I recently asked my staff to compile these into a Living Commentary Bible software program. And now, here it is. I believe it will bless you.

Andrew Wommack
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I am thankful to all of you at Andrew Wommack Ministries for the series on thankfulness. Andrew, your teachings have brought the Word of God ALIVE to me. When I heard something that just spoke to me from you (via God, of course) I felt something I had never felt before. I knew it was God's voice speaking to me. Thank you, Andrew, for being used of God, and truth of God's Word. Thank you, Andrew, for being used of God, and thank you for your ministry.

P. Savannah, GA

I was having trouble with my legs. I watched your teachings on healing, and the growths on the back of my knees went totally away. Praise God, I haven't had any trouble since.

B. C. Chicago, IL

I have been listening to Harnessing Your Emotions and I love it! I have been to therapists, “Christian” psychologists, and in church my whole life, but I have never heard ANYONE preach or teach this way. You are totally correct about psychologists. I have felt so hopeless and was taught that drugs were what I needed in order to “deal” with my issues. I knew it wasn’t the right thing to do, but didn’t know what else to do, so I got on some anti-depressants. They made me more depressed and even suicidal.

Thank you so much for speaking the Word and teaching the truth. I have started implementing your teaching, and I have had more results in three days than I have had in two years of counseling. I am so excited about the freedom. I have been experiencing and have begun to share it with others. Thank you again.

M. G.

I called the Helpline today and requested prayer better. The prayer minister prayed with me and then made me feel that he could help me, and how to meditate on the Word. He reminded me that I really helped me get my faith in line with the Word because I am already healed. Nothing changes that. I am thankful, Andrew, for the Helpline and your prayer ministers.

T. Crown Point, IN

I was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s lymphoma in September 2008. I started watching your healing videos and called your Helpline for prayer. I watched Niki Ochenski’s healing testimony. Just as she said she saw Jesus back, I said to the Lord I wanted to see His back the same way. I then saw Jesus come up to me in my His back and the healings have continued in my body. I kept that before me, and after I went to the hospital, the doctor asked me when I would see the doctor for a PET scan, the technician asked me why I was there. I called your ministry, and a young man spoke to the pain and it left immediately! I am thankful for you all.

P. Savannah, GA

I called the Helpline last night, and a prayer minister helped me understand that YES, I do have the Holy Spirit. It didn’t matter that I didn’t feel it. She prayed with me and gave me some scriptures. WOW! I really needed that. Thank you, Andrew, James, and prayer ministers.

W. B. Monroe, MI

There are moments in life when you are presented with an opportunity that would change the entire course of your life, and you know that if you do not take this new opportunity, you might regret it.

I experienced one of those moments about a year and a half ago when attending a conference at Andrew Wommack Ministries in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Andrew, you were talking about listening and obeying God’s voice when you said, “How far are you willing to believe?” It was at that moment that this happened for me. The path that I have dared to travel has been filled with the most amazing experiences, both the highest highs and the lowest lows. Learning how to be in step with the Father’s will is the reason. I have learned how to do this through your teaching and through your ministry and staff who work tirelessly (and I mean tirelessly) with you to bring God’s message of love and grace to the world.

F. M. Tucson, AR

I am a baby Christian. I have always believed in the Lord, even as a child, but just never understood the Word. I started to go to church regularly and still couldn’t get it. I have been looking for the Lord and truly hungered for His Word so much that I felt obsessed. Finally, I was able to see you on television, and just one of the things my pastor has said will make sense to me now.

I called the Helpline last night, and a prayer minister helped me understand that YES, I do have the Holy Spirit. It didn’t matter that I didn’t feel it. She prayed with me and gave me some scriptures. WOW! I really needed that. Thank you, Andrew, James, and prayer ministers.

W. B. Monroe, MI
I am thankful to all of you at Andrew Wommack Ministries for the series on thankfulness. Andrew, your teachings have brought the Word of God ALIVE to me. I had an abdominal CAT scan last week, so I will speak to my body rather than dread the results. My back was hurting very badly last year. I called your ministry, and a young man spoke to the pain and it left immediately! I am thankful for you all.

D. Springfield, OH

I was having trouble with my legs. I watched your teachings on healing, and the growths on the back of my knees went totally away. Praise God, I haven’t had any trouble since.

B. C. Chicago, IL

I am a baby Christian. I have always believed in the Lord, even as a child, but just never understood the Word. I started to go to church regularly and still couldn’t get it. I have been looking for the Lord and truly hungered for His Word so much that I felt obsessed. Finally, I was able to see you on television, and just one of the things my pastors say will make sense to me now.

I called the Helpline last night, and a prayer minister helped me understand that YES, I do have the Holy Spirit. It didn’t matter that I didn’t feel it. She prayed with me and gave me some scriptures. WOW, I really needed that. Thank you, Andrew, Jamie, and prayer ministers. My absolute love and blessing to you all.

W. B. Monroe, MI

I called the Helpline today and requested prayer better. The prayer minister prayed with me and then he spent on the phone with me, just helping me and how to meditate on it. He reminded me that I really helped me get my faith in line with the Word because I am already healed. Nothing changes that. It’s mine.

Thank you, Andrew, for the Helpline and your prayer ministers!

T. Crown Point, IN

Andrew, I have been listening to Harnessing Your Emotions and I love it! I have been to therapists, “Christian” psychologists, and in church my whole life, but I have never heard ANYONE preach or teach this way. You are totally correct about psychologists. I have felt so hopeless and was taught that drugs were what I needed in order to “deal” with my issues. I knew it wasn’t the right thing to do, but didn’t know what else to do. So I got on some anti-depressants. They made me more depressed and even suicidal.

Thank you so much for speaking the Word and teaching the truth. I have started implementing your teaching, and I have had more results in three days than I have had in two years of counseling. I am so excited about the freedom I have been experiencing and have begun to share it with others. Thank you again!

M. G.

There are moments in life when you are presented with an opportunity that would change the entire course of your life, and you know that if you do not take this new opportunity, you might regret it.

I experienced one of those moments about a year and a half ago when attending a conference at Andrew Wommack Ministries in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Andrew, you were talking about listening and obeying God’s voice when you said, “how far are you willing to believe?” It was at that moment that this happened for me. The path that I have dared to travel has been filled with the most amazing experiences, both the highest highs and the lowest lows. Learning how to be in step with the Father’s will is the reason. I have learned how to do this through your teaching and through your ministry and staff who work tirelessly (and I mean tirelessly) with you to bring God’s message of love and grace to the world.

F. M. Tucson, AR

I was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s lymphoma in September 2008. I started watching your healing videos and called your Helpline for prayer. I watched Niki Oehlenschlager’s healing testimony. Just as she said she saw Jesus back, I said to the Lord I wanted to see His back the same way. I then saw Jesus come up to me in His back and the hole in my bed and show me the stripes on His back and the hole in His body. I kept that before me, and after I went to the hospital His body. I kept that before me, and after I went to the hospital.

I am thankful to all of you at Andrew Wommack Ministries for the series on thankfulness. Andrew, your teachings have brought the Word of God ALIVE to me. I had an abdominal CAT scan last week, so I will speak to my body rather than dread the results. My back was hurting very badly last year. I called your ministry, and a young man spoke to the pain and it left immediately! I am thankful for you all.

P. Savannah, GA
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CASTING A LARGER NET

Do you remember the first time you heard the message of God’s unconditional love and realized that He loved you without regard for your past, present, or future behavior? It’s something that’s hard to forget because for most people, it changed the way they view God and their relationship with Him forever.

Here’s how one woman from McKinney, Texas, put it:

“WOW! That one word is all I can say in human terms without trying to write down tongues for what I really feel. My husband and I have been eating up these teachings and are praying for our own revelation so we can clearly communicate God’s Word to our family, friends, and neighbors. Everything that we have heard resonates in our spirits so STRONGLY! I have to laugh because instead of sitting in front of the television for hours or mindlessly browsing the internet, we get our sweet dose of the Gospel Truth on television. Or possibly you read one of Andrew’s books or attended a Gospel Truth Seminar. Perhaps you first learned the truth while watching the Gospel Truth on television. Or possibly you read one of Andrew’s books or attended a Gospel Truth Seminar. When people finally get the revelation that God loves them just the way they are, it sets them free. And in that newfound freedom, the fruit of the Spirit—love, joy, peace, longsuffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, and temperance (Gal. 5:22-23)—begins to manifest naturally in their lives.

It is the message that the world needs to hear, and you, as a partner of this ministry, are playing a huge role in delivering it. Because of your gifts, we are broadcasting the Gospel Truth across America and around the world. CBC is establishing new extension schools, broadcasting the Gospel Truth Seminar. And now God is asking Andrew to cast an even larger net to bring more people to the knowledge of His grace and love. In February, the Gospel Truth began broadcasting daily on the Trinity Broadcasting Network (TBN). And this summer, the infrastructure phase of construction will begin for the new CBC campus at The Sanctuary in Woodland Park, Colorado. TBN will reach millions of new people worldwide, and the CBC expansion will make it possible to train and accommodate over 3,000 students on campus.

Financing the daily TBN broadcast and the expansion of the CBC campus would be an impossible task if it were not for the support of partners and friends. Here’s what Andrew says about that:

“If partners and friends like you are going to help with these needs, then God has to bless your business, jobs, and families first. So, if you really want to prosper, find a ministry that believes for big things and become a partner. The prosperity comes to your home first.”

God has raised up Andrew Wommack Ministries “for such a time as this” (Esth. 4:14). The Lord has helped Andrew to accomplish some big things. Becoming a partner will ensure that you will prosper too. That’s how it works.

Only heaven will tell how many people you have helped and will help. But the statistics below from 2010 represent those who have responded to the ministry in some way. For each of those, there are hundreds, perhaps even thousands, who are being changed and would never respond in a way that we can measure.

Statistics from 2010

- The ministry received 295,000 calls
- 180,000 of those calls (61 percent) were for prayer and ministry
- www.awmi.net was visited nearly 8.4 million times
- 2.8 million Gospel Truth television programs were watched on the internet
- 470,000 total contacts were made through letters, calls, emails, and web orders
- 412,000 product orders were shipped
- 57 percent of those product orders were provided for free
- 346 students attend CBC-Colorado
- 824 students attend one of the eighteen CBC extension schools
- 176 students are enrolled in CBC Online courses
- 188 students are enrolled in CBC Correspondence

To read more about how you are changing lives, go to www.awmi.net, click on Guestbook & Testimonies or click on Ministry News.
CASTING A LARGER NET

Do you remember the first time you heard the message of God’s unconditional love and realized that He loved you without regard for your past, present, or future behavior? It’s something that’s hard to forget because for most people, it changed the way they view God and their relationship with Him forever.

Here’s how one woman from McKinney, Texas, put it:

“WOW! That one word is all I can say in human terms without trying to write down tongues for what I really feel. My husband and I have been eating up these teachings and are praying for our own revelation so we can classify communicate God’s Word to our family, friends, and neighbors. Everything that we have heard resonates in our spirits so STRONGLY! I have to laugh because instead of sitting in front of the television for hours or mindlessly browsing the internet, we get our sweet meditation time from the mp3’s that we have heard. Perhaps you first learned the truth while watching the Gospel Truth on television. Or possibly you read one of Andrew’s books or attended a Gospel Truth Seminar. Maybe it became a true revelation while you attended Charis Bible College (CBC). However it arrived at your doorstep, somewhere someone made it possible for you, thank you, thank you for Andrew Wommack Ministries.

It is the message that the world needs to hear, and you, as a partner of this ministry, are playing a huge role in delivering it. Because of your gifts, we are able to accommodate over 3,000 students on campus.

Financing the daily TBN broadcast and the expansion of the CBC campus would be an impossible task if it were not for the support of partners and friends. Here’s what Andrew says about that:

“If partners and friends like you are going to help with these needs, then God has to bless your businesses, jobs, and families first. So, if you really want to prosper, find a ministry that believes for big things and become a partner. The prosperity comes to your home first.”

God has raised up Andrew Wommack Ministries “for such a time as this” (Esth. 4:14). The Lord has led Andrew to accomplish some big things. Becoming a partner will ensure that you will prosper too. That’s how it works.

Statistics from 2010

• The ministry received 295,000 calls
• 180,000 of those calls (61 percent) were for prayer and ministry
• www.awmi.net was visited nearly 8.4 million times
• 2.8 million Gospel Truth television programs were watched on the internet
• 470,000 total contacts were made through letters, calls, emails, and web orders
• 412,000 product orders were shipped
• 57 percent of those product orders were provided for free
• 346 students attend CBC-COLORADO
• 824 students attend one of the eighteen CBC extension schools
• 176 students are enrolled in CBC Online courses
• 188 students are enrolled in CBC Correspondence

To read more about how you are changing lives, go to www.awmi.net, click on Guestbook & Testimonies or click on Ministry News.
Jamie and I didn’t know what to expect on our first visit to China, but we knew that God wanted us to go. He had already done so much just to get us there that we knew we were operating in His timing and according to His plan.

I began the series of meetings by teaching Spirit, Soul & Body. However, I really felt they needed teaching on finances from a grace perspective, but that was the last thing I wanted to teach on. Americans are infamous for teaching on finances, and it is an immediate turnoff to audiences overseas.

But later, when I met with the pastor and his staff, they were asking all kinds of questions about finances. I realized this was the Lord’s prompting. So, I started the next session by saying, “If there was one subject you definitely do not want an American minister to preach on, what would it be?” Everyone immediately yelled out, “Finances” or “Prosperity.” I said, “That is exactly what I am going to minister on.” You could have heard a pin drop.

But this was God. The people received the message, and I’ve heard back from the pastor that it has made a huge difference in their lives and ministries. Praise God for the leading of the Holy Spirit.

After Hong Kong, we went to an island and met with a lady from England named Susan. Susan is born again, but at one point, she was so depressed, she was suicidal. God intervened and sent her a Charis Bible College student who gave her my materials. Although she
Jamie and I didn’t know what to expect on our first visit to China, but we knew that God wanted us to go. He had already done so much just to get us there that we knew we were operating in His timing and according to His plan.

First stop, Hong Kong. We flew directly there from the Ministers’ Conference in England. On our first night, we met with Rob and Glenda Rufus, who are originally from South Africa but are now pastoring a church in Hong Kong. They have a true revelation of the grace of God and are doing an incredible job. It was very encouraging to meet other ministers with a clear revelation of the true Gospel.

Our meetings in Hong Kong went very well. Ministers from all over the world were there, and they had all been changed by the message of God’s grace. The interpreter for the meeting happened to be a lawyer—a very exciting one! He had a way of bringing to life every bland thing I said. At times, I wanted to stop talking just so I could watch him!

I began the series of meetings by teaching Spirit, Soul & Body. However, I really felt they needed teaching on finances from a grace perspective, but that was the last thing I wanted to teach on. Americans are infamous for teaching on finances, and it is an immediate turnoff to audiences overseas.

But later, when I met with the pastor and his staff, they were asking all kinds of questions about finances. I realized this was the Lord’s prompting. So, I started the next session by saying, “If there was one subject you definitely do not want an American minister to preach on, what would it be?” Everyone immediately yelled “Finances” or “Prosperity.” I said, “That is exactly what I am going to minister on.” You could have heard a pin drop.

But this was God. The people received the message, and I’ve heard back from the pastor that it has made a huge difference in their lives and ministries. Praise God for the leading of the Holy Spirit.

After Hong Kong, we went to an island and met with a lady from England named Susan. Susan is born again, but at one point, she was so depressed, she was suicidal. God intervened and sent her a Charis Bible College student who gave her my materials. Although she...
didn't like the first teaching, she was so desperate that she listened to more. Eventually, she heard You're Already Got It!, and God totally delivered her. Now she lives on that island ministering to Filipino maids. Our ministry now supports her and the great work she is doing there.

We then headed into mainland China. Our next meeting had been arranged by an American missionary, but before it began, there was an unexpected turn of events. The authorities got wind of it, and the meeting had to be relocated to a town over a thousand miles away. We took a bullet train to the new location because the officials can't track people on trains like they can on planes. We got word that the national police soon found the missionary who moved the event. They interrogated him and his family for twelve hours and still wouldn't let them go.

The missionary eventually called me and said we'd better get off the train at the next stop, regardless of where we were. So, we did as we were told and just waited. We didn't know where we were or where to go. Then the missionary called back to say the meeting was on again, so we got back on the train. After about fifteen minutes, I got a text from him saying to get off. We were supposed to be hiding from the police. Somehow they kept finding us. Fifteen minutes later, another police officer approached us with our interpreter, leaving the rest of us by ourselves.

We were the only people for as far as we could see anywhere in the terminal. So, Jamie and I and our whole team got off. We took a bullet train to the new location because the police found out and broke it up, only 150 when they had to move it, only 300 could come. Then the missionary called back to say the meeting had been arranged by an American missionary, but before it began, there was an unexpected turn of events. The authorities got word of it, and the meeting was canceled. Before we left, the American missionary and the pastor of the underground church contacted us to meet them. They explained that the original meeting would've had about 600 pastors, but when they had to move it, only 150 could come. Then when the police found out and broke it up, only 150 had stayed in the church.

Those 150 people prayed all night that I would still hold the meeting. Both the pastor and the missionary admitted that they didn't have a peace about having the meetings either, but they felt it was cowardly not to do so. I told the local pastor his ministry to these people was much more important than mine. They needed him. This really touched the Chinese pastor and showed him how much God thought of him. This experience proved to be quite a lesson in hearing and following the voice of God.

Finally, the interpreter returned with a dilapidated bus to take us to our hotel. This bus was in such bad shape, it broke down twice before we got to our hotel. At one point, a rickshaw even passed us! But eventually, we arrived at the hotel in a town of over one million people. As a side note, the interpreter who was with us translates my books into Chinese. He used to be a professor in England before he started helping us with the books. He translated The New You and The Holy Spirit books. As he was working on The Holy Spirit, he got baptized in the Holy Spirit, and it completely changed his life. He left the university and now pastors a church in England. The following day, we loaded up two vans to head to the airport. We decided to leave this city, since all the meetings were canceled. Before we left, the American missionary and the pastor of the underground church contacted us to meet them. They explained that the original meeting would've had about 600 pastors, but when they had to move it, only 100 could come. Then when the police found out and broke it up, only 150 had stayed in the church.

In her perfect English, she asked us what we were doing there. She was very nice, but we were supposed to be hiding from the police. Somehow they kept finding us. In her perfect English, she asked us what we were doing there. She was very nice, but we were supposed to be hiding from the police. Somehow they kept finding us. Finally, the interpreter returned with a dilapidated bus to take us to our hotel. This bus was in such bad shape, it broke down twice before we got to our hotel. At one point, a rickshaw even passed us! But eventually, we arrived at the hotel in a town of over one million people.

As a side note, the interpreter who was with us also translates my books into Chinese. He used to be a professor in England before he started helping us with the books. He translated The New You and The Holy Spirit books. As he was working on The Holy Spirit, he got baptized in the Holy Spirit, and it completely changed his life. He left the university and now pastors a church in England.

The following day, we loaded up two vans to head to the airport. We decided to leave this city, since all the meetings were canceled. Before we left, the American missionary and the pastor of the underground church contacted us to meet them. They explained that the original meeting would've had about 600 pastors, but when they had to move it, only 100 could come. Then when the police found out and broke it up, only 150 had stayed in the church.

As a side note, the interpreter who was with us also translates my books into Chinese. He used to be a professor in England before he started helping us with the books. He translated The New You and The Holy Spirit books. As he was working on The Holy Spirit, he got baptized in the Holy Spirit, and it completely changed his life. He left the university and now pastors a church in England.

The following day, we loaded up two vans to head to the airport. We decided to leave this city, since all the meetings were canceled. Before we left, the American missionary and the pastor of the underground church contacted us to meet them. They explained that the original meeting would've had about 600 pastors, but when they had to move it, only 100 could come. Then when the police found out and broke it up, only 150 had stayed in the church.

Those 150 people prayed all night that I would still come and teach, so the missionary and the pastor came to ask me if I would still hold the meeting. But as they explained the situation, I felt absolutely no peace about going. They literally begged me to go, but I just had no peace. Jamie was shocked that I would turn down an offer to preach!

I found out later that the police were at the church building, just waiting to see if we would defy them, and that they had threatened the local pastor. They said he would never be able to minister in China again if he held the meetings. Both the pastor and the missionary admitted that they didn't have a peace about having the meetings either, but they felt it was cowardly not to do so. I told the local pastor his ministry to these people was much more important than mine. They needed him. This really touched the Chinese pastor and showed him how much God thought of him. This experience proved to be quite a lesson in hearing and following the voice of God.

At our next ministry stop, the people had a totally different approach. They realized that although the Chinese government is still opposed to Christianity, they are becoming more lenient. However, they have to do things in an inconspicuous way so the government can save face and, in addition, not get caught openly allowing the spread of Christianity. Because of this, they'll never flaunt their Christianity in a way that challenges the government.

There's a big struggle happening within the Chinese church right now. The younger generation is trying to cooperate with the government and bring the underground church out to merge with the government...
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was an incredible sight. I was surprised by how modern everything was…and also by the pollution. It was so bad that when I walked outside, my eyes burned, and I could literally taste the air. What the locals call a “clear and sunny” day is the worst day of smog you can imagine in New York or Los Angeles.

Our books are illegal in China, and in order to sell them in any of the Christian bookstores, they must have an official government stamp. So, at our meetings, we just gave all four books that we’ve translated into Chinese to everyone who attended.

One such lady was an American who is married to a Chinese businessman. She watches my program every day with her illegal satellite. About fifty churches are under her supervision. One night, I led a Bible study in her home, ministering to about forty leaders from those churches. These leaders have multiple churches under them, so we were, in essence, reaching hundreds of people through that one Bible study.

Our meetings had gone very well, and we were able to minister to a lot of people who had never heard the truths I was teaching. But the highlight of the trip came when I was escorted by missionaries to an underground meeting. On the way there, we had to keep switching vehicles, and when we arrived, I had to wear a baseball cap and constantly look down because of all the hidden cameras.

At this underground meeting, I was privileged to meet a man who had been imprisoned for ten years because of his faith. In the twenty years since his release, he’s started over 200,000 churches! Based on an average of fifty people in each of these churches, there could easily be up to ten million people under his ministry. I learned that I was the only Westerner they’ve ever allowed to meet with him, because his identity must remain hidden.

The people there were passionate about their faith, but have had very little teaching. They made me promise to minister for at least two hours, or they wouldn’t ask me back. Of course, that was easy! After I finished, they asked me to return to train all of their leaders—200,000 pastors!

This is the beginning of something big that God wants to do in China through AWM. Rob Rufus (our pastor friend in Hong Kong) already has sixteen students taking the CBC correspondence course, and they very much want to start a Bible school in Hong Kong. And, with all their current contacts, they could ultimately have hundreds of Bible schools scattered throughout China. Additionally, we already have an open door in Singapore to hold Discipleship Evangelism classes or possibly even a full Bible school.

God has given us an opportunity to break into China and has put us in touch with key people throughout the region. This could be the start of something that reaches millions and millions of people. You can help us by praying for people who feel called to China to start Bible schools or otherwise help us gain a presence in the area. And pray for those missionaries who are already there and are continually giving their lives for the sake of the Gospel.

Andrew and Jamie
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The Great Wall of China

Susan, missionary on Cheung Chau Island near Hong Kong.
When the bomb went off, Sloan heard God say, “You’re not going to be killed. You’re not going to be manned.” The lead truck was blown 20 meters onto its roof, and the gunner from that truck was chucked like a rag doll 150 meters to the south. The improvised explosive device (IED) left a crater fifteen feet wide and ten feet deep, and threw Sloan’s truck out and away, past a burning vehicle and onto what was left of a wall. Five of his men were dead. Of the ten survivors, seven were wounded, leaving three men to fight eighteen insurgents.

Sloan threw open the door of his truck, and a grenade fell right where he was going to put his feet. He slammed the door, braced against the explosion, and then opened the door a second time. Another grenade landed in the same spot, so he shut the door again—this time on his rifle barrel. Still, nothing touched him.

The attacks seemed to be coming from the south. Sloan shoved open his door a third time and ran around to the north side of the truck. He wanted to get his soldiers out and get them into the fight. The door on that side was jammed. While he yanked on it, machine-gunn fire came up from behind him, spattering left and right into the truck, and another grenade dropped at his feet. He flashed a look over his shoulder and dove toward a pile of rubble. Now Sloan decided his passenger door. Shin was Sloan’s shadow—everywhere Sloan went, Shin went. Shin crouched and headed to the wall, without a weapon. Sloan noticed and reached down for his sidearm, but shrapnel had cut the strap, and the holster was dangling by his kneepad. As he was groping for it, hurrying to get the weapon to Shin, another hand grenade dropped—right in between them. They were within two feet of one another. Sloan yelled “Grenade!” and blindly threw himself in a backward arc. Everything shook violently and rock and burning debris pelted him.

When he got up, Shin was face-down on the ground. There were machine gun puffs going off all around him in the dirt. Sloan grabbed Shin by the back of his flak vest and dragged him over the pile. Shin had shrapnel in his forehead, and his eyes were going different directions. Sloan knew by the way Shin lay in the street that he had stepped in front of the grenade.

By then, the other two soldiers had managed to escape from the truck and reach the wall. One soldier was an EMT. Sloan told him to work on Shin and handed a weapon to the other, saying, “Shoot anything not in [our] uniform.” They continued the fight until a second patrol came flying up from the south with guns blazing, and an Apache helicopter appeared overhead. Just the sight of the Apache was enough to stop the battle. The enemy immediately broke contact.

Sloan thought he’d escaped with just a few scratches, and when he arrived at the combat hospital in Baghdad—in the green zone—he said, “Give me a couple of Band-Aids, and I’ll be on my way.” He figured to be back out in sector the next day. Instead, he was rushed into surgery and heard, “Count back from ten.” Sloan didn’t even get to nine before he fell into unconsciousness. But he did so remembering God’s promise that he would not be killed or maimed, and he had a good supply of the Word of Life already deposited in his heart. It had been a long journey.

Growing up, Sloan had seen mostly phonies in the church—religion was full of hypocrites and all about manipulating people. At twelve, he stopped believing there even was a God, and until he was thirty, he said, “Life is only a light switch. You’re here and when the light goes out, there’s nothing.” He was a “type-A” guy who took care of business, got things done. He chung to what was black and white and to his own sense of honor and loyalty.

But that code of conduct did not help him when his marriage fell apart. So, during lonely hours in a hotel room, he halftheartedly tried the “spiritual thing” again. Taking a Gideon Bible out of the nightstand, he said, “God, if you’re real, I need to know.” He flipped the Bible open. The first place his eyes landed was Jeremiah 17:9—“The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?” Sloan got mad! He thought I don’t even understand what that means—that’s worthless! and threw the Bible back in the drawer. One month later, after alcohol and depression had taken their toll, he held a pistol to his head. But something—some force—stopped him, and he thought perhaps he could give himself one more chance. He decided to call his dad and go to church.

When Sloan walked into the service, he looked at the people sitting in the pews and felt like a lion in a room full of sheep. He judged them: Why did I come here? These people are weak individuals. Then he thought, Funny thing is, I’m the one who had a .45 to my head last night. When the pastor started to explain Jeremiah 17:9, Sloan felt like he’d been hit with a hammer. There was no way that man could have picked that one scripture by chance out of such a big book—the odds were higher than winning the lottery. God said, “Sloan, you think I don’t exist, but I’ve been here the whole time. Even though you didn’t welcome Me, I’ve been here.”

During his last tour in Iraq, Sloan’s dad sent him “secret” packages—blank CDs that he burned with Andrew Wommack’s teachings. Unsure of what he could send, he didn’t label them but numbered them and put them in a plain wrapper. Sloan liked how Andrew spoke—“straight up”—and he stuck like glue to the Word. He began to get Andrew’s teachings from the internet as much as he could. It would take four to five hours to download one MP3, so he’d start the process and go on patrol amid the insurgents. When he got back, he’d listen to something like Lessons from Elijah.

The attack happened on June 28, 2007. After surgery, Sloan recovered amazingly well and ended up
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When the bomb went off, Sloan heard God say, “You’re not going to be killed. You’re not going to be injured.” The lead truck was blown 20 meters onto its roof, and the gunner from that truck was chucked like a rag doll 150 meters to the south. The improvised explosive device (IED) left a crater fifteen feet wide and ten feet deep, and threw Sloan’s truck out of the way, past a burning vehicle and onto what was left of a wall. Five of his men were dead. Of the ten survivors, seven were wounded, leaving three men to fight eighteen insurgents.

Sloan threw open the door of his truck, and a grenade fell right where he was going to put his feet. He glanced at the ground. There were machine gun puffs going off all around him in the dirt. Sloan grabbed Shin by the back of his flak vest and dragged him over the pile. Shin had shrapnel in his forehead, and his eyes were going different directions. Sloan knew by the way Shin lay in the street that he had stepped in front of the grenade.

By then, the other two soldiers had managed to escape from the truck and reach the wall. One soldier was an EMT. Sloan told him to work on Shin and handed a weapon to the other, saying, “Shoot anything not in our uniform.” They continued the fight until a second patrol came flying up from the south with guns blazing, and an Apache helicopter appeared overhead. Just the sight of the Apache was enough to stop the battle. The enemy immediately broke contact.

Sloan thought he’d escaped with just a few scratches, and when he arrived at the combat hospital in Baghdad—in the green zone—he said, “Give me a couple of Band-Aids, and I’ll be on my way.” He figured to be back out in sector the next day. Instead, he was rushed into surgery and heard, “Count back from ten.” Sloan didn’t even get to nine before he fell into unconsciousness. But he did so remembering God’s promise that he would not be killed or maimed, and he had a good supply of the Word of Life already deposited in his heart. It had been a long journey.

Growing up, Sloan had seen mostly phonies in the church—religion was full of hypocrites and all about manipulating people. At twelve, he stopped believing there even was a God, and until he was thirty, he said, “Life is only a light switch. You’re here and when the light goes out, there’s nothing.” He was a “type-A” guy who took care of business, got things done. He clung to what was black and white and to his own sense of honor and loyalty.

But that code of conduct did not help him when his marriage fell apart. So, during lonely hours in a hotel room, he halfheartedly tried the “spiritual thing” again. Taking a Gideon Bible out of the nightstand, he said, “God, if you’re real, I need to know.” He flipped the Bible open. The first place his eyes landed was Jeremiah 17:9—“The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?” Sloan got mad! He thought I don’t even understand what that means—that’s worthless! He threw the Bible back in the drawer. One month later, after alcohol and depression had taken their toll, he held a pistol to his head. But something—some force—stopped him, and he thought perhaps he could give himself one more chance. He decided to call his dad and go to church.

When Sloan walked into the service, he looked at the people sitting in the pews and felt like a lion in a room full of sheep. He judged them: Why did I come here? These people are weak individuals. Then he thought, Funny thing is, I’m the one who had a .45 to my head last night. When the pastor started to explain Jeremiah 17:9, Sloan felt like he’d been hit with a hammer. There was no way that man could have picked that one scripture by chance out of such a big book—the odds were higher than winning the lottery. God said, “Sloan, you think I don’t exist, but I’ve been here the whole time. Even though you didn’t welcome Me, I’ve been here.”

During his last tour in Iraq, Sloan’s dad sent him “secret” packages—blank CDs that he burned with Andrew Wommack’s teachings. Unsure of what he could send, he didn’t label them but numbered them and put them in a plain wrapper. Sloan liked how Andrew spoke—“straight up”—and he stuck like glue to the Word. He began to get Andrew’s teachings from the internet as much as he could. It would take four to five hours to download one MP3, so he’d start the process and go on patrol amid the insurgents. When he got back, he’d listen to something like Lessons from Elijah.

The attack happened on June 28, 2007. After surgery, Sloan recovered amazingly well and ended up in the green zone—he said, “Give me a couple of Band-Aids, and I’ll be on my way.” He figured to be back out in sector the next day. Instead, he was rushed into surgery and heard, “Count back from ten.” Sloan didn’t even get to nine before he fell into unconsciousness. But he did so remembering God’s promise that he would not be killed or maimed, and he had a good supply of the Word of Life already deposited in his heart. It had been a long journey.

Growing up, Sloan had seen mostly phonies in the church—religion was full of hypocrites and all about manipulating people. At twelve, he stopped believing there even was a God, and until he was thirty, he said, “Life is only a light switch. You’re here and when the light goes out, there’s nothing.” He was a “type-A” guy who took care of business, got things done. He clung to what was black and white and to his own sense of honor and loyalty.

But that code of conduct did not help him when his marriage fell apart. So, during lonely hours in a hotel room, he halfheartedly tried the “spiritual thing” again. Taking a Gideon Bible out of the nightstand, he said, “God, if you’re real, I need to know.” He flipped the Bible open. The first place his eyes landed was Jeremiah 17:9—“The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?” Sloan got mad! He thought I don’t even understand what that means—that’s worthless! He threw the Bible back in the drawer. One month later, after alcohol and depression had taken their toll, he held a pistol to his head. But something—some force—stopped him, and he thought perhaps he could give himself one more chance. He decided to call his dad and go to church.

When Sloan walked into the service, he looked at the people sitting in the pews and felt like a lion in a room full of sheep. He judged them: Why did I come here? These people are weak individuals. Then he thought, Funny thing is, I’m the one who had a .45 to my head last night. When the pastor started to explain Jeremiah 17:9, Sloan felt like he’d been hit with a hammer. There was no way that man could have picked that one scripture by chance out of such a big book—the odds were higher than winning the lottery. God said, “Sloan, you think I don’t exist, but I’ve been here the whole time. Even though you didn’t welcome Me, I’ve been here.”

During his last tour in Iraq, Sloan’s dad sent him “secret” packages—blank CDs that he burned with Andrew Wommack’s teachings. Unsure of what he could send, he didn’t label them but numbered them and put them in a plain wrapper. Sloan liked how Andrew spoke—“straight up”—and he stuck like glue to the Word. He began to get Andrew’s teachings from the internet as much as he could. It would take four to five hours to download one MP3, so he’d start the process and go on patrol amid the insurgents. When he got back, he’d listen to something like Lessons from Elijah.

The attack happened on June 28, 2007. After surgery, Sloan recovered amazingly well and ended up in Baghdad—in the green zone—he said, “Give me a couple of Band-Aids, and I’ll be on my way.” He figured to be back out in sector the next day. Instead, he was rushed into surgery and heard, “Count back from ten.” Sloan didn’t even get to nine before he fell into unconsciousness. But he did so remembering God’s promise that he would not be killed or maimed, and he had a good supply of the Word of Life already deposited in his heart. It had been a long journey.

Growing up, Sloan had seen mostly phonies in the church—religion was full of hypocrites and all about manipulating people. At twelve, he stopped believing there even was a God, and until he was thirty, he said, “Life is only a light switch. You’re here and when the light goes out, there’s nothing.” He was a “type-A” guy who took care of business, got things done. He clung to what was black and white and to his own sense of honor and loyalty.

But that code of conduct did not help him when his marriage fell apart. So, during lonely hours in a hotel room, he halfheartedly tried the “spiritual thing” again. Taking a Gideon Bible out of the nightstand, he said, “God, if you’re real, I need to know.” He flipped the Bible open. The first place his eyes landed was Jeremiah 17:9—“The heart is deceitful above all things, and desperately wicked: who can know it?” Sloan got mad! He thought I don’t even understand what that means—that’s worthless! He threw the Bible back in the drawer. One month later, after alcohol and depression had taken their toll, he held a pistol to his head. But something—some force—stopped him, and he thought perhaps he could give himself one more chance. He decided to call his dad and go to church.

When Sloan walked into the service, he looked at the people sitting in the pews and felt like a lion in a room full of sheep. He judged them: Why did I come here? These people are weak individuals. Then he thought, Funny thing is, I’m the one who had a .45 to my head last night. When the pastor started to explain Jeremiah 17:9, Sloan felt like he’d been hit with a hammer. There was no way that man could have picked that one scripture by chance out of such a big book—the odds were higher than winning the lottery. God said, “Sloan, you think I don’t exist, but I’ve been here the whole time. Even though you didn’t welcome Me, I’ve been here.”
being shipped to Colorado Springs. Then, suddenly, so many doors opened for him to attend Charis Bible College that it was like a big neon sign saying, “GO!”

So, he went, but often he would show up angry—angry because some lady in a coffee shop complained there was too much foam in her latte, then not enough foam, and then she had the audacity to storm out in a fit; or because some driver on the highway would go into a rage after being cut off in traffic. Sloan would think, Well, did you have to pick up a dead child today?

In Iraq, even when they were being attacked every day, there was such love among the men. Somebody would get sick, and a guy who’d been on a fourteen-hour patrol would take another fourteen-hour shift—out in sector, getting shot at, possibly killed—just so his buddy could rest. Now, back from war, Sloan couldn’t stand it when people fussed over petty things. He didn’t want any strife. He didn’t want to miss the beauty of a single sunset. People frustrated him so much that he didn’t think he could stop being angry. He’d arrive at school spitting nails and leave praising His Father in heaven, marveling at the wisdom and peace that the knowledge of God created in him, how it changed him!

Some people don’t know what it’s like to have somebody die for them, but Sloan does because Shin Kim died taking a grenade for him. “Greater love hath no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends” (John 15:13)—like Jesus, the One who wrote the Book of love.

Although Sloan is no longer wearing the uniform of the United States Army, he is still spending his life watching out for others by serving at Andrew Wommack Ministries in the Security Department.

Charis

CBC ONLINE

Everything about distance learning at Charis Bible College has changed. If you have a computer and internet connection, CBC will come to you wherever you are, 24/7 (first-year curriculum only).

CBC Online is an internet-based distance learning alternative that provides the ideal balance of interaction, flexibility, and structure.

Interactive: Every class is led by a facilitator from the CBC staff. After viewing each lesson, you and your fellow classmates will reply to a follow-up question in a discussion forum where you can interact and share what you have learned.

Flexible: Study when it works for you, from anywhere on the planet. Take as many or as few courses as you like each term—you can even skip a term and begin again in six weeks.

Structured: Each term, you are assigned two lessons per week for every class in which you are enrolled. To stay on schedule, you must complete them in the same week. It provides just enough structure to keep you on track.

CBC CORRESPONDENCE

If you prefer, the Correspondence Course is available. The first-year classes are recorded live in DVD format, with companion syllabuses and exams.

For more information about CBC Online or Correspondence, go to our website: www.charisbiblecollege.org
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New at Charis Bible College
Third-Year Ministry Training Program

For those who feel called to the ministry, the third-year program is for you! But it is not limited to those called to the “five-fold” ministry.

Third-Year Students will be:

- Helped to identify their giftings and callings for service.
- Prepared to take advantage of ministry opportunities and staff positions.
- Exposed to a variety of ministers and ministries.

Students will:

- During each of the three school terms, complete nine full courses, and participate in a variety of specialized workshops, teaching labs, small group projects, and occasional field trips to other local ministries and churches.
- Hear from seasoned men and women of God who are successful pastors and para-church ministers. They include such well-known pastors and ministers as Happy Caldwell; Duane Sheriff; Bob Yandian; our founder, Andrew Wommack; and others.

Other studies include:

- Praise and worship
- Media—video and audio production
- Event planning
- Children and youth ministry
- The business and legal side of ministry
- Church administration

All CBC graduates are encouraged to consider the opportunities that the Ministry Training Program offers.

Special Instructors

DUANE SHERIFF

Duane Sheriff is the senior pastor of Victory Life Family Worship Center in Durant, Oklahoma. He is gifted with an anointing and ability to communicate the simplicity of the Gospel.

It becomes evident, as Pastor Duane opens his heart, that God has bestowed on him an abundance of divine revelation, which pours forth as he shares and ministers the Word. His personal presentation of the Gospel resurrects hope and ignites faith in the hearts of our students.

Pastor Duane has a wealth of experience in church growth from various sizes and cultures. He pastors multiple churches, giving him a unique perspective to offer our interns. Currently, Victory Life is one church in seven locations.

This year, his messages at Charis Bible College (CBC) have covered a number of subjects, including the evolution of ministry, wisdom—the principal thing, spiritual and church growth, and building significant churches. Our students’ lives have been greatly affected by his teaching, which has been seasoned through years of experience.

Daniel Amstutz

Daniel Amstutz, the Director of the School of Worship at Charis Bible College—Colorado, has been described by many as a “father” of the modern worship movement, helping to pioneer and mentor many who continue to have tremendous impact on the body of Christ as well as modern culture.

Daniel is a published songwriter and recording artist and has served as a pastor and teacher for over thirty years. He is an ordained minister and holds Bachelor of Music and Bachelor of Theology degrees. Daniel also serves as the coordinator for the New Life School of Worship mentoring/discipleship program. Daniel and Tracy have been married for thirty-three years and have two grown children and three grandchildren.

Bob Yandian
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“Even though I know what’s going to happen to me, I am freer than my friends on the outside.” This is not something you’d expect to hear from a prisoner awaiting execution. But the death-row inmate who wrote those words is enrolled in the He Cares Bible Study Program and is one of the many prisoners being set free by the message of God’s unconditional love.

The He Cares Bible Study Program was born out of a desire to encourage prisoners to grow in their relationship with Jesus, giving them hope through God’s Word and focusing on the finished work of Christ. More than 1,100 prisoners have enrolled in the program since its inception last spring, and there are encouraging signs that the program is making a difference. Nearly everyone who has started the program continues to participate, and letters show that they are grabbing hold of the Gospel message.

“The teachings I am receiving are food for my spirit. I am seeing the truth in God’s Word in a way I have never seen before.” – Y. M.

“Thank you very kindly—not only for the book and resources I have received…but more important, [for] your love, dedication, and mission [to ensure] that even the less fortunate get a chance to know God’s Word.” – J. N. L.

“My way of thinking has [been] transformed…I’ve been so much happier…joy is overflowing [from] my heart. God has deposited a new way of thinking in me…I feel brand new.” – N. S.

“Thank you for taking the time to read and correct my studies. Your time and effort are very much appreciated and respected.” – R. L.

— Casting all your care upon him; for he careth for you. 1 Peter 5:7 —
Even though I know what’s going to happen to me, I am freer than my friends on the outside.” This is not something you’d expect to hear from a prisoner awaiting execution. But the death-row inmate who wrote those words is enrolled in the He Cares Bible Study Program and is one of the many prisoners being set free by the message of God’s unconditional love.

The He Cares Bible Study Program was born out of a desire to encourage prisoners to grow in their relationship with Jesus, giving them hope through God’s Word and focusing on the finished work of Christ. More than 1,100 prisoners have enrolled in the program since its inception last spring, and there are encouraging signs that the program is making a difference. Nearly everyone who has started the program continues to participate, and letters show that they are grabbing hold of the Gospel message.

“The teachings I am receiving are food for my spirit. I am seeing the truth in God’s Word in a way I have never seen before.” – Y. M.

“Thank you very kindly—not only for the book and resources I have received… but more important, [for] your love, dedication, and mission [to ensure] that even the less fortunate get a chance to know God’s Word.” – J. N. L.

“My way of thinking has [been] transformed… I’ve been so much happier… joy is overflowing [from] my heart. God has deposited a new way of thinking in me… I feel brand new.” – N. S.

“Thank you for taking the time to read and correct my studies. Your time and effort are very much appreciated and respected.” – R. L.
Prisoners are an overlooked segment of society, yet the U.S. Office of Justice reports that 1 in 32 adults in the United States is incarcerated or on probation—a total of 7.2 million people. A woman enrolled in the He Cares Program said, “It seems prisoners are often forgotten. We don't have much to offer from in here. [But] we are just people—moms, dads, daughters, sisters, and friends too.” Like a lot of other people, inmates are looking for answers to questions of eternal importance, but they lack the financial means to buy books and CDs, or to enroll in correspondence courses.

The He Cares Bible Study Program is special because prisoners can enroll for free. It’s a reflection of Andrew and Jamie Wommack’s core philosophy of never denying anyone access to the Gospel message for financial reasons.

In addition, prison chaplains can order a minilibrary of Andrew’s books, study guides, CDs, and DVDs, free of charge. The free library resources provided through He Cares help prisoners “in their recovery and restoration to wholeness,” as one chaplain put it.

The idea behind the He Cares approach is that the Gospel is the power of God unto salvation (Rom. 1:16)—which includes health, peace of mind, freedom from addiction, and everything else you need. The He Cares Team knows that if they present the Gospel, the power of God’s Word will do the rest.

Through He Cares, prisoners are discovering that no liberty compares to the freedom found in God’s love and the glory of relationship with Him. Inmates say that a lot of the other instruction they receive is focused on behavior modification—what the prisoners need to do to become better people. The focus is “do this and don’t do that.” He Cares is teaching about the love and forgiveness God offers us by simply believing in the finished work of Jesus.

Although the program is relatively new, a senior prison chaplain has already contacted AWM to say he is noticing a difference in the entire atmosphere of the compound—prisoners and correctional officers alike. Prisoners are being so transformed by the message of God’s grace that the correctional officers are taking note and stopping by worship services to see what the Gospel is all about!

Stories like this are proof that despite being confined, prisoners do have something to offer. A transformed life is a powerful testimony of God’s grace. It brings hope to those who are lost and hurting, and encouragement to other believers. The He Cares Team at AWM, for one, has been blessed to be a part of something that is changing lives forever—and to be witnesses of the truth that the Gospel brings freedom wherever it is preached.

“We want to thank you for your donation of material to the inmate library...If we can impact one person and it causes him or her to change their mind about life and their future, that one person can change the destiny of their entire family for several generations.”

– Correctional Facility Warden B.F. and Chaplain R.H.
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While praying for his son’s safe travel during the Thanksgiving holiday in 2004, the Lord spoke to Joe, “Buenos Aires,” to which Joe replied, “Buenos Aires? I don’t speak Spanish, and I hate the heat and humidity.” The Lord gently reminded him, “Remember you said you would go anywhere.”

So, Joe and Nancy quit their jobs, sold their home, and moved to Colorado to attend Charis Bible College (CBC). They graduated from the two-year program in 2007 and then completed the third-year apprentice program in 2008.

After completing school, Joe, Nancy, and their son, Sean, who had graduated one year ahead of them, moved to Buenos Aires, Argentina. There they stepped into their calling as missionaries with plans to begin a CBC extension school as soon as possible.

Technology has also made it possible for them to serve as facilitators for CBC Online all the way from Argentina. What a blessing for online students to receive the insights of missionaries with boots on the ground in a foreign country. 

---
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You may not know it, but Christianity is sweeping the globe. James Rutz, author of Megashift, estimates that if the current rate of growth continues, there would be more Christians than people by 2052. The exact number of Christians is difficult to calculate, but people all over the world are witnessing miracles, experiencing the power of God, and putting their faith in Jesus Christ. Christianity is sweeping through places like China, Africa, India, and Southeast Asia, making it by far the fastest-growing faith on earth.

It is impossible to talk about the growth of Christianity without looking at the impact of persecution. I believe, for instance, that reports of Islam growing faster than Christianity are misleading because Muslims who convert to Christianity aren’t always shouting it from the rooftops. A quick internet search will show that converting to Christianity in a Muslim nation is hazardous to one’s health. Christian converts are often shunned by their families and sometimes killed. But the Gospel is still spreading.

Militant Islamic factions have noticed the growth of Christianity, and they are trying to stop it. In October, the Supreme Leader of Iran denounced the growing Christian house-church network, saying that converting to Christianity is “a problem, it’s that we have too few workers to bring the Gospel to the heart of Iran.”

Violence against Christians in those parts of the world is all too common. In January, for instance, a bomb exploded outside a church in Egypt, killing twenty-three people and injuring almost one hundred. In India, churches are burned, Christians are sometimes killed, and pastors are frequently attacked. In China, persecution by the Chinese government has forced believers into underground churches.

Persecution also makes spreading the Gospel more difficult in the Middle East. After decades under harsh Islamic rule, people are hungry to hear the Gospel—but openly witnessing to Muslims is banned in many places. Missionary organizations are not allowed to enter strict Muslim countries, and converts to Christianity face harsh persecution from the government. For example, a man in Afghanistan is facing a long prison sentence—and possibly even death—for giving another man a Bible. Under such circumstances, it is not surprising that converts to Christianity are choosing to meet in secret.

All of this means that a lot of the growth in the body of Christ is happening quietly and under the radar. Believers are meeting in house churches and in groups not affiliated with organized religion. Last fall, I met a man in China who has 200,000 house churches under his leadership! But you can’t count how many people attend house groups the way that Western churches count their members, because, for obvious reasons, they don’t maintain a membership database. So, the researchers’ estimates don’t always tell us the whole story about the growth of Christianity. But make no mistake about it: The Gospel of Jesus Christ is sweeping the globe.

And so the number of people who simply call themselves followers of Christ is actually growing rapidly! In his book Megashift, James Rutz claims that 707 million believers fall into the non-denominational group—and that portion of believers is growing by 8 percent every year (that’s more than 150,000 new Christians every day—a number that increases annually).5

Part of the reason people are not recognizing the tremendous growth rate of Christianity is that believers from the West tend to think of Christianity as a European and American phenomenon that we are helping to spread around the globe. We sometimes think that if churches in Boston or London are closing, the church itself must be shrinking—but that isn’t true. Not only are there more believers in developing nations than in the West, but they also send out more missionaries than we do! Christianity does not belong to the West, and reports of a decline of Christianity in Europe are not a reflection of what God is doing to advance His kingdom worldwide.

Actually, what some perceive as a decline of Christianity in the West is often only a drop-off in attendance at some churches. People are fed up with religious rhetoric and they should be. It shows that they aren’t satisfied with the rules and regulations that many preachers are trying to pass off as the Gospel. That’s why the fastest-growing segment of Christians is labeled Charismatic or non-denominational. People don’t need a new set of rules to live by; they need to hear about the victory that is found in the message of salvation by the grace of God, through faith in Christ Jesus.

The biggest growth in the body of Christ is happening where Christians are being persecuted for their faith, such as in Africa, India, and China. Those three areas also happen to contain half of the world’s population. Violence against Christians in those parts of the world is all too common. In January, for instance, a bomb exploded outside a church in Egypt, killing twenty-three people and injuring almost one hundred. In India, churches are burned, Christians are sometimes killed, and pastors are frequently attacked. In China, persecution by the Chinese government has forced believers into underground churches.

Persecution also makes spreading the Gospel more difficult. Christians are being persecuted for their faith, such as in Africa, India, and China. Those three areas also happen to contain half of the world’s population. Violence against Christians in those parts of the world is all too common. In January, for instance, a bomb exploded outside a church in Egypt, killing twenty-three people and injuring almost one hundred. In India, churches are burned, Christians are sometimes killed, and pastors are frequently attacked. In China, persecution by the Chinese government has forced believers into underground churches.

So, the researchers’ estimates don’t always tell us the whole story about the growth of Christianity. But make no mistake about it: The Gospel of Jesus Christ is sweeping the globe.
and sentenced to death.3 Despite all of this, Voice of the Martyrs reports that Christian programs being broadcast by satellite are stirring up interest in Iran, and “house-church leaders are nearly overwhelmed caring for these new believers.”4

Something else that makes comparisons of the growth rate between Christianity and Islam confusing is that babies are often counted as religious growth among Muslims. This gives a false impression because birth rates are higher in Muslim nations. So, part of what researchers are saying when they claim that Islam is “growing faster than Christianity” is just that Muslim families are having more children. It’s a flawed approach.

The percentages and numbers that we hear from research groups are only best-guess estimates. Even though those estimates confirm that Christianity is growing, I don’t think they show just how fast it is expanding. Missionaries who have come out of Charis Bible College and gone off to work in Russia, India, and Africa report tremendous opportunities and growth. The world is ready for the Gospel! If there is no mistake about it: The Gospel of Jesus Christ is advancing His kingdom worldwide.

Confusion even arises from statements by mainline Protestant and Catholic organizations saying that their numbers are declining. While that might be true for some church organizations, it says nothing about overall growth in the body of Christ. Some church groups are shrinking, but others are booming. Non-Western believers outnumber Western believers by seven to one, and the truth is that more and more believers are choosing to worship in groups that don’t fall under the organization of Western churches. So, there might be fewer people who call themselves Baptist or Catholic, but the number of people who simply call themselves followers of Christ is actually growing rapidly! In his book Megashift, James Rutz claims that 707 million believers fall into the non-denominational group—and that portion of believers is growing by 8 percent every year (that’s more than 150,000 new Christians every day—a number that increases annually).5

Part of the reason people are not recognizing the tremendous growth rate of Christianity is that believers from the West tend to think of Christianity as a European and American phenomenon that we are helping to spread around the globe. We sometimes think that if churches in Boston or London are closing, then the church itself must be shrinking—but that isn’t true. Not only are there more believers in developing nations than in the West, but they also send out more missionaries than we do! Christianity does not belong to the West, and reports of a decline of Christianity in Europe are not a reflection of what God is doing to advance His kingdom worldwide.

Actually, what some perceive as a decline of Christianity in the West is often only a drop-off in attendance at some churches. People are fed up with religion and they should be. It shows that they aren’t satisfied with the rules and regulations that many preachers are trying to pass off as the Gospel. That’s why the fastest-growing segment of Christians is labeled Charismatic or non-denominational. People don’t need a new set of rules to live by; they need to hear about the victory that is found in the message of salvation by the grace of God, through faith in Christ Jesus.

The biggest growth in the body of Christ is happening where Christians are being persecuted for their faith, such as in Africa, India, and China. Those three areas also happen to contain half of the world’s population. Violence against Christians in those parts of the world is all too common. In January, for instance, a bomb exploded outside a church in Egypt, killing twenty-three people and injuring almost one hundred. In India, churches are burned, Christians are sometimes killed, and pastors are frequently attacked. In China, persecution by the Chinese government has forced believers into underground churches. Persecution also makes spreading the Gospel more difficult in the Middle East. After decades under harsh Islamic rule, people are hungry to hear the Gospel—but openly witnessing to Muslims is banned in many places. Missionary organizations are not allowed to enter strict Muslim countries, and converts to Christianity face harsh persecution from the government. For example, a man in Afghanistan is facing a long prison sentence—and possibly even death—for giving another man a Bible.6 Under such circumstances, it is not surprising that converts to Christianity are choosing to meet in secret.

All of this means that a lot of the growth in the body of Christ is happening quietly and under the radar. Believers are meeting in house churches and in groups not affiliated with organized religion. Last fall, I met a man in China who has 200,000 house churches under his leadership! But you can’t count how many people are attending secret house groups that way. Western churches count their members, because, for obvious reasons, they don’t maintain a membership database. So, the researchers’ estimates don’t always tell us the whole story about the growth of Christianity. But make no mistake about it: The Gospel of Jesus Christ is sweeping the globe.7

2 Shoaib Assadullah was arrested on October 21, 2010.
4 www.foxnews.com/world/2011/01/11/iran-rounds-christians-crackdown/
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GOSPEL TRUTH Seminar

All meetings are open to the public. So, bring your family and friends and be blessed!
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Additional Meetings & Locations

April 9, 2011 Church Conference Agape Church
701 Napa Valley Drive • Little Rock, AR

April 27-29, 2011 Pastor Bob Yandian’s 2011 Ministers’ Conference
Grace Church • 9610 South Garnett • Broken Arrow, OK

May 8, 2011 The Solid Rock of Atlanta 6740 Dulles Technology Parkway • Atlanta, GA

June 15-17, 2011 A Better Way to Worship Conference 720 Elkton Dr. • Colorado Springs, CO

July 4-8, 2011 Summer Family Bible Conference 830 Elkton Dr. • Colorado Springs, CO

August 17, 2011 Christian Life Center 6339 W. 183rd Street • Tinley Park, IL

September 11-15, 2011 Freedom Christian Center Camp Meeting
4920 Freedom Dr. • Charlotte, NC

September 17-18, 2011 Cornerstone Church 120 Cornerstone Drive • Johnson City, TN

October 2, 2011 Charis Christian Center 720 Elkton Dr. • Colorado Springs, CO

For more information on any of these events, go to our website: www.awmi.net, or call our Helpline: 719-635-1111.
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January 5-7, 2012

Plan a vacation around this special event

- $137/night
- Special rate applies three days before and after event (subject to availability)
- Please mention Andrew Wommack Ministries to obtain this special rate

Arizona Grand Resort
8000 S. Arizona Grand Parkway, Phoenix, AZ 85044
602-438-9000

For more information, go to our website: www.awmi.net